INTRODUCTION
Liver cirrhosis is a common chronic disease that is also the leading cause of deaths among nonmaligna nt diseases worldwide. Its development includes an asymptomatic phase called "compensated" cirrhosis, followed by a progressive phase characterized by hyper tension and/or liver dysfunction, including ascites, spon taneous bacterial peritonitis, hepatic encephalopathy, variceal hemorrhage, hepatorenal syndrome, and hepa tocellular carcinoma, which is called "decompensated" 996 WJCC|www.wjgnet.com
Wu SL et al . Prediction of mortality in decompensated liver cirrhosis cirrhosis [1] . Decompensated cirrhosis is associated with a risk of death that is 9.7 times higher than the risk in the general population [2] . The poor survival of patients with decompensated cirrhosis has pushed doctors to explore more efficient treatment methods and to find more accurate prognostic scoring systems to recognize and manage the patients [35] . On one hand, accurate prognostic scoring systems could help clinicians make better diagnoses and select effective therapies with less time, thus improving the prognosis of patients. In addition, the mathematical model could be used as a tool to better allocate donated organs to recipients in need among the liver transplantation community [6, 7] . Until now, various scoring systems have been used to predict the mortality of liver decompensated cirrhosis, including the Child-Turcotte-Pugh (CTP), Model for End stage Liver Disease score (MELD), MELDNa, MELD to Serum Sodium ratio (MESO) and so on. The CTP [8] is a "modified Child score" that was first proposed in 1964, and it has been widely used for several decades for the prognostication of patients with cirrhosis [9] . Due to the lack of statistical weighting and factors resulting from complications, such as renal and pulmonary dy sfunction, CTP is limited in predicting the mortality of decompensated cirrhosis patients [10] . Thus, in 2001, MELD was established by UNOS for allocation. This scoring system added serum creatinine, total serum bilirubin, international normalized ratio for prothrombin time evaluation, and the etiology of cirrhosis as predict ing factors. Compared to CTP, MELD is more objective and clinically useful for defining disease severity [11, 12] . In the following years, research emerged claiming that serum Na was a predictor of mortality in pati ents with cirrhosis and might improve the accuracy of MELD [1315] . Then, based on MELD, refined models were established for prediction of mortality in liver disease. Biggins et al [16] developed an evidencebased model, "MELDNa," which was calculated with the formula "MELDNA = MELD + 1.59 (135Na)". Huo et al [17] , based on the MELD, devised serum sodium ratio index (MESO) to enhance the precision of MELD's predictions in compensated and decompensated patients. It is expressed as "MESO index = (MELD Score/SNa mEq/ L)*10". The performances of all scoring systems are diverse in their application, and it remains unknown which scoring system is better. Previous metaanaly ses, which used simple pooling to evaluate prediction accuracy for the assessment of the prognostic value in liver cirrhosis, have only compared CTP and MELD, which made the conclusions less convincing [18] . To our knowledge, no metaanalysis has focused on the comparison of the prediction accuracy of mortality in all four scoring systems in decompensated liver cirrhosis patients. This study aimed to quantitatively compare the test accuracy of all four systems (CTP, MELD, MELDNa, and MESO) and to pinpoint the more reliable scoring system to forecast the mortality of decompensated liver cirrhosis patients clinically.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature search and study selection
The PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, and Ovid databases were systematically searched from inception to September 2018. For the literature search, the following keywords or corresponding terms were used: ("ChildTurcottePugh score" OR "CTP" OR "Child score" OR "ChildPugh score" OR "Model for Endstage liver disease score" OR "MELD" OR "MELD Na" OR "MELD to Serum sodium ratio" OR MESO) AND "Decompensated liver cirrhosis" AND ("outcome" OR "prediction" OR "sensitivity" OR "specificity" OR "diagnostic accuracy"). In addition, relevant original articles were retrieved through literature review. Studies that met the following requirements were included in our research: (1) The study population included decom pensated liver cirrhosis patients with various causes; (2) Scoring systems were used to predict the mortality of decompensated liver cirrhosis patients; and (3) It provided sufficient data with evaluation outcomes such as true negativity (TN), true positivity (TP), false negativity (FN), and false positivity (FP), or data that could be used to calculate these results. Language, publication year, sample size, and study design were not strictly limited in the inclusion criteria.
When the same patient population was studied in more than one publication, only the one with most relevant data was included in this review. Two inves tigators, Wu and Tian, independently reviewed the po tentially eligible studies and then crosschecked their results. Disagreements between them were resolved by discussion. Unsettled disagreements were referred to a third researcher, Zheng, for a final decision.
Data extraction
Apart from evaluation outcomes such as TN, TP, FN, and FP, we also extracted the following data from the selected studies: first author, country, sample size, etiology, endpoint, cutoff values of the scoring system, and sex and age of the population.
Quality assessment
The Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2 scale [19] was used to evaluate the quality of the included studies. Four domains were related to bias (patient selection, index text, reference standard, and flow and timing) and three domains were related to applicability (patient selection, index text, and reference standard). For quality assessment, 14 of 16 articles were graded as having low bias in more than four do mains, which indicated that the quality was good. The detailed results of the quality assessment of all included studies is shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
Statistical analysis
Due to the diversity of the cutoff values in different scoring systems, a bivariate model (a random model) was used to estimate the summary diagnostic odd ratios (DORs), summary sensitivities, and summary specificities. The summary receiver operating chara cteristic curve (SROC) and the area under the SROC (AUROC) were used to measure the predictive value of each scoring system. When the number of studies was ≤ 3, we considered simple pooling to evaluate the above results. Statistical heterogeneity among studies included the threshold effect and the nonthreshold effect. Spearman correlation analysis of the sensitivity logarithm and (1specificity) logarithm [logit (true positive rate) vs logit (false positive rate)] was used to assess the effect of the threshold. The merge sensitivity, specificity, and DOR would be used to evaluate the diagnostic efficiency when the effect of threshold was removed (P > 0.1); otherwise, fitting SROC and computing AUROC were alternatives. Cochrane's Qtest and the I 2 statistic were used to assess the nonthreshold effect. I 2 > 50%
indicates substantial heterogeneity between studies; if so, a random effects model was used in simple po oling. Subgroup analyses were conducted according to the endpoints to identify the potential source of heterogeneity. Further, we used Deek's funnel plot asy mmetry to assess potential publication bias.
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RESULTS
Basic information
Sixteen eligible [2035] studies involving 2337 decompen sated liver cirrhosis patients were included in this meta analysis, and the flow diagram for the selection of the articles is shown in Figure 3 . Overall, there were 12 studies involving 1722 de compensated liver cirrhosis patients for the analysis of CTP; 14 studies involving 2034 patients for MELD; 8 studies involving 1340 patients for MELD-Na; and 3 studies involving 422 patients for MESO. The characteristics of the included studies are listed in Table 1 .
Overall analysis
Twelve studies assessed the performance of CTP in predicting the mortality of patients. The spearman correlation coefficient for logit (true positive rate) vs logit (false positive rate) for CTP was 0.34 (P = 0.28), indicating no effect of threshold. The summary sensitivity was 0.73 (95%CI: 0.64-0.81) and the summary specificity was 0.75 (95%CI: 0.670.82). The forest plot is shown in Figure 4A . The AUROC of CTP was 0.81 (95%CI: 0.77-0.84) ( Figure 5A ). The linear regression of funnel plot asymmetry found no publication bias for the performance of CTP (P = 0.50) ( Figure 6A ). 
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Fourteen studies assessed the performance of the MELD score in predicting the mortality of patients. The spearman correlation coefficient for MELD was -0.10 (P = 0.74), indicating no effect of threshold. The summary sensitivity was 0.65 (95%CI: 0.59-0.71) and the summary specificity was 0.82 (95%CI: 0.76-0.86). The forest plot is shown in Figure 4B . The AUROC of the MELD score was 0.78 (95%CI: 0.74-0.81) ( Figure 5B ). The linear regression of funnel plot asymmetry found no publication bias for the performance of MELD (P = 0.60) ( Figure 6B ). Eight studies assessed the performance of MELD-Na in predicting the mortality of patients. The Spearman correlation coefficient for MELD-Na was 0.67 (P = 0.07), indicating the threshold effect; thus, the sensitivity and specificity were not calculated. The AUROC of the MELD-Na score was 0.85 (95%CI: 0.81-0.88) ( Figure 5C ). The linear regression of funnel plot asymmetry found no publication bias for the performance of MELDNa (P = 0.51) ( Figure 6C ).
There were only three studies available to assess the prediction value of MESO. We used simple pooling to evaluate the ability for prediction. The Spearman correlation coefficient was 0.50 (P = 0.67), indicating no threshold effect. The I 2 was 66.0%, indicating high heterogeneity, so we used a random model. The summary sensitivity was 0.67 (95%CI: 0.58-0.74) and summary specificity was 0.84 (95%CI: 0.79-0.88). The AUROC of MESO was 0.86 (95%CI: 0.79-0.93).
Overall, MESO was the best model in predicting the mortality of the decompensated cirrhosis patients according to the AUROC.
Subgroup analysis
We analyzed the prediction ability at different time points for CTP, MELD, and MELDNa. The time points were divided as within 3 mo, 3 mo, 6 mo, and 12 mo. The results of analysis at different time points are shown in Table 2 . In all models (CTP, MELD, and MELDNa), AUROC was the highest at 6 mo and the lowest at 12 mo. For the prediction ability at different time points, MELD-Na had the highest AUROC in the within 3 mo group (0.89) and the 12-mo group (0.84). Both MELD-Na and CTP had the highest AUROC in the 3mo group (0.86) among the four models. The AUROC of CTP was the highest in the 6mo group (0.91). Furthermore, the overall mortality rates of variceal hemorrhage patients have been reported to be up to 30%50% and 1year mortality as high as 70% historically [36] . [20] , 2017 Iino et al [21] , 2017 Barosa et al [22] , 2017 Cheng et al [23] , 2016 [24] , 2016 [25] , 2015 Fayad et al [26] , 2015 Suk et al [27] , 2012 Li et al [28] , 2012 Shaikh et al [29] , 2010 Boursier et al [30] , 2009 Hyun et al [31] , 2012 Sempere et al [33] , Teng et al [34] , 2014 Wang et al [35] , 2014 Thus, we conducted subgroup analysis to assess the performance of CTP and MELD score in predicting shortterm mortality between variceal hemorrhage and others. The results showed that the AUROC of MELD was higher than that of CTP score (0.88 vs 0.76) in variceal hemorrhage patients. The detailed results are shown in Table 3 .
DISCUSSION
This systematic review of the prognostic accuracy of CTP, MELD, MELDNa, and MESO index included 16 studies involving 2337 patients. All their AUROC values were greater than 0.7, which demonstrated that the CTP, MELD, MELDNa, and MESO index have certain prognostic value. MESO has the highest AUROC in all the assessed scoring systems. CTP, as a reference for cirrhosis prognosis, has been used for more than 30 years. The drawback was that its indexes were subjective and unstable. Compared with the CTP score, MELD has some advantages. On one hand, three in four parameters were from a labo ratory, which was more objective, stable, and easy, and only the index "etiology of cirrhosis" was affected by subjective factors explained by a clinician [37] . Addi tionally, the MELD score value was constant, and there Our metaanalysis results demonstrated that the prognostic accuracy of MELDNa and MESO was hi gher than that of MELD. At different endpoints, all the AUROC of MELDNa was greater than or equal to 0.84. MELD-Na was superior to CTP and MELD for predicting mortality after 12 mo, indicating that MELD Na was a good model to predict longterm mortality in decompensated liver cirrhosis patients than CTP and December 6, 2018|Volume 6|Issue 15| was no "top value" or "bottom value" to predict the state of an illness. As a tool for allocation [12, 38] , MELD was based on verifiable measures of disease severity with minimal emphasis on waiting time [39] . Based on this metaanalysis with decompensated liver cirrhosis patients, MELD cannot replace CTP completely, and CTP still has good value for clinical application, particularly in 6mo and 12mo mortality prediction. CTP remains a reliable model to predict, and it might be suitable for the individual assessment of decompensated liver disease in daily clinical practice due to its simplicity and practicality [40] . Although CTP seemed subjective to some As hyponatremia was associated with increased morbidity and mortality in cirrhosis [41] , MELDNa and MESO were developed by incorporating the important parameter "serum Na" and using the novel algorithm in the MELD score, considering the deficiency of MELD. Some academics also confirmed that MELDNa was a valid model to predict mortality in short or longterm liver disease [42] [43] [44] , and so did MESO [17, 45] . When comparing CTP with MELD in variceal hemo rrhage patients, the better choice has been incon sistent [46, 47] . In our results, we found that the MELD was seemingly superior to CTP. The AUROC of MELD was 0.88 while that of CTP was 0.76 in predicting shortterm mortality in variceal hemorrhage patients. The specific application of MELD would help the clinical manage ment of variceal hemorrhage patients and suggest the prognostic evaluation.
The AUROC was the largest for 6mo mortality among all endpoints for all models (including CTP, MELD, and MELDNa), which indicated that different endpoints may affect the prediction accuracy of the scoring systems in decompensated patients. This result implied that the scoring systems would have the best effect for predicting the 6mo mortality of decompen sated cirrhosis patients.
According to our result and clinical practice, the indicators included in CTP is subjective, however, CTP is easy for doctors to get in daily practice and has high prognosis accuracy in medium term (6 mo). As for MELD, the score is presented in a continuous manner and the indicators are objective, but it does not consider the complication which doctors think might put threat on patients directly. There is no denying that MELD has prognosis value in variceal hemorrhage patients in this study. MELDNa and MESO both consider the effect of serum Na on mortality of patients, and their prognosis accuracy is high. To be noticed, the number of studies about the MESO for prognosis in decompensated cirrho sis patients is not enough, and further study is needed to validate our finding with more original studies taken into consideration.
Limitations
There were some limitations in our metaanalysis. First, the number of the included studies was relatively small, which restricted the detailed analysis for heteroge neity. Second, several closely related studies were not included in the analysis because of the lack of necessary data.
Conclusion
Overall, MESO shows promising value with the highest AUROC in all assessed scoring systems. MELDNa has the best performance for predicting mortality at various time points. In particular, MELD has a unique advantage for patients with variceal hemorrhage. In the future, more sensitive indicators could be added into the model for optimizing the original scoring system, or a more accurate model should be proposed for prognosis. Multicenter and longterm studies with larger samples would be helpful for the scoring systems to predict the mortality more precisely in decompen sated liver cirrhosis patients.
ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Liver cirrhosis is a common chronic disease worldwide and decompensated cirrhosis is associated with a high risk of death. To find accurate prognostic scoring system not only could help clinicians to make better decisions but also has a wide significance in the context of organ allocation for decompensated cirrhosis patients.
Research motivation
There are so many scoring systems to predict the mortality of decompensated cirrhosis patients, while it is uncertain which scoring system is better. We performed a meta-analysis to compare the accuracy of four scoring systems: Child-Turcotte-Pugh (CTP), Model for End-stage Liver Disease score (MELD), MELD-Na, and MELD to Serum Sodium ratio (MESO) for predicting the mortality in decompensated liver cirrhosis. It is beneficial for confirming a high accuracy scoring system to use in clinical practice.
Research objectives
The main objective is to quantitatively compare the test accuracy of scoring systems and to pinpoint the more reliable scoring systems to forecast the mortality of decompensated cirrhosis patients. It will help us to assess the state of an illness and make better decision.
Research methods
We searched PubMed, Web of science, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, and Ovid databases from inception to September 2018 for relevant articles and evaluated the quality of original articles by the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2 scale. As for statistical heterogeneity, threshold effect and nonthreshold effect were assessed by Spearman correlation and Cochrane's Q test, respectively. And optimum model was chosen to estimate the accuracy like diagnostic odd ratios, area under the summary receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC). We used Deek's funnel plot asymmetry to assess potential publication bias. Stata 12.0, Meta-DiSc 1.4, and Review Manager 5.3 were tools to be used.
Research results
Sixteen eligible studies involving 2337 decompensated liver cirrhosis patients were included in this meta-analysis. The overall analysis showed MESO had promising value with highest AUROC in all assessed scoring systems. MELDNa had the best performance for predicting mortality at various time points. MELD had a unique advantage for patients with variceal hemorrhage.
Research conclusions
The study confirmed the best model in predicting the mortality of the decom pensated cirrhosis patients at different time points, and MELD or CTP is better for predicting short-term mortality in variceal hemorrhage patients. Additionally,
